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Profi le and Protect
Profi le and Protect provides information to help
you determine the most effi  cient security strategy for
your Network.

Before deploying random security tools, you need to understand what your

needs are. SystemsNet’s Profi le and Protect scans your network environment to 

identify security gaps and provide information to help you determine the most 

effi  cient security strategy for your company. The solution combines intelligent 

profi liing and alerting technology with support from our Security Operations 

Center (SOC), which empowers SMB’s to build and enforce end-to-end security 

policies.

With advanced profi ling, risk scoring and identifi cation of gaps in coverage, you 

can quickly shine a light on security issues within your network. 



CUSTOMIZED SECURITY PROFILES 
Reduce the data noise and focus on what really matters to identify technical gaps in your network environment.

RISK SCORING AND ALERT THRESHOLDS 
The risk score helps you identify protection gaps and how they impact the device’s vulnerability to threats 
you’re trying to protect against. You can then customize alert thresholds to articulate acceptable risk on a per-
device basis, and tickets are only generated when a risk score exceeds its threshold, eliminating much of the 
clutter and white noise found in other solutions.

ADVANCED REPORTING FOR COMPLIANCE 
Guidance through regulation technical requirements, exposing security configuration gaps against policies and 
providing solutions to address each issue.

WEBROOT SECURE ANYWHERE® DNS PROTECTION 
Equip your end-client environment with this advanced DNS protection. Featuring more than 80 URL 
categories, it provides greater visibility over endpoint connections, reduces risk and tailor’s usage policies for 
each SMB’s unique needs.

WEBROOT® SECURITY AWARENESS TRAINING 
Comprehensive training courses designed to educate your customers about security threats and how to avoid 
them on an ongoing basis.

Key Features

KEY BENEFITS

PROFILE AND PROTECT
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ADDRESS SECURITY GAPS BASED ON BEST PRACTICES  
No two companies are the same but your approach to build out a security program to meet your needs should 
be based on known, proven best practices that can scale to meet the needs of your business

BE ALERT READY VS ALERT FATIGUED 
The right security that is always on watch filters out the noise and informs you on only the alerts that need to 
be actioned. This allows you to focus more energy on growing your business vs chasing ghosts in the machine.

SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE AS A GROWTH DRIVER 
Being compliant has moved beyond a checkbox and is now something that drives business. When implemented 
right, SMBs can realize that acheiving compliance is not a burden but an opportunity.


